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ABSTRACT: The liquid ovelieed systems are normally used for low temperature
applications, where there are multiple evaporators operating at the same or at different
temperatures. Of late, liquid overfeed pump circulation systems are becoming more and
more popular. Basically, these are based on flooded evaporator operation with higher
than required liquid supply to the evaporator. Not much of information or case studies
are available. There is lack of clarity on how much should be pump circulation rate, what
is exactly the meaning of over feed rate etc. The detailed information is not available on
whether to use hand expansion valves or flow control valves, what is the ideal pump
discharge pressure, what should be the temperature difference between inlet and outlet
of evaporator, how to adjust optimum flow etc. At the time of designing and selecting the
equipment for a particular project author had to struggle to get satisfactory design
guidelines. This paper is presented with a view, to give some additional information to
serve as guideline for the people who wish to design pump recirculation systems. This
paper is based on the design of actual system already commissioned and working
satisfactorily.
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Almost all developing countries are situated in the tropical belt between 22Vi°N and
22Yi0 S. More than half the world's population is also in this region and at least half of it
is said to be undernourished or actually starving though varying degrees of malnutrition
and protein deficiencies.
Climatically this is the most fertile region with favorable natural conditions to grow
varieties of fruits and vegetables and other agricultural produce round the year depending
upon the season, however due to high temperatures and excessive heat the moisture
evaporation is rapid and crops dry out. Heat also accelerates decomposition ·after
harvesting.
India's economy is largely dependant on agriculture and is the second largest vegetable
producer and third largest fruit producer in the world but hardly 2 to 3% of produce is
processed. Total production of fruits and vegetables is more than 130 million tons
annually but 30 to 35% of it perishes due to lack of infrastructure & cold storages
facilities before it reaches the consumer
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ENERGY SA YING-Besides above main reason for selecting ammonia refrigerant
system is the smaller mass flow rate required to be handled with ammonia system as
compared with R-22 refrigerant systems. A I 00 ton plant with -25 ° C evaporating /+4o 0 c
condensing temperature requires about I I 93kg/hr of saturated liquid ammonia to provide
desired refrigeration effect. If for same application R-22 is used then the liquid flow rate
would be about 8317 kg/hr. This means a pump having circulation rate in ratio 4: I would
require IO kW pump motor for R-22, whereas for ammonia it would be only 3 kW. Since
these pumps are running continuously so long as plant is in operation, it contributes to a
substantial additional operating cost.
Type of system- Two-stage refrigeration system was required for this apRlication since
freezers are to operate at -32 ° C saturated evaporating temperatures and + 38 C condensing
temperature with cooling water available at J0° C temperature.
Normally ammonia refrigeration systems use either gravity flooded design or pump
circulation systems.
WHY OVER FEED AMMONIA PUMP CIRCULATION SYSTEM WAS SELECTED.

As the number of evaporators increase and as the temperature requirement gets lower and
lower, liquid recirculation/overfeed systems are preferred. Normally for more than 3 to S
evaporators & located considerably away from machine room, liquid recirculation is the
best option.
In liquid overfeed systems the refrigerant liquid coming out of receiver is expanded to
the required pressure/temperature and this liquid is stored in low pressure receiver. It is
then pumped in the various operating evaporators, like product coolers, blast freezers or
plate freezers. It thus forms an independent low side circuit. The compressor sucks the
vapours from this low pressure receiver and the cycle repeats.
The overfeed means much more liquid is fed to evaporator than the liquid actually
vaporizes. Excess liquid is called overfeed, which returns to low pressure side
accumulator or known as L.P. receiver. Thus the mass flow rate handled by compressor is
less than the mass flow rate circulated in the evaporator.
In the gravity flooded syste111, the refrigerant mass flow circulation rate in the evaporator
and the compressor is the same.
The advantages of liquid overfeed or pu111p circulation systems are given below
1. At low temperatures, achieving good heat transfer in the evaporator is crucial
since the plant operates with high compression ratios, where quantities of flash
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